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I. RIWIEW OF ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION ON 31.12.1974 

The industrialisation of developinr, countries, more than any other 

objective of international cooperation for development, necessitates a 

r,lobal approach. 

In fact, industrialisation is only one of the aspects or methods 

of economic development and it is therefore important to have a synoptic 

view of this field. Industrial action should be proportionate to, and 

stronr,ly linked with, other activities, themselves closely complementary 

to action directly benefiting industry : creatinr, appropriate infastructures 1 

oettinr: up or intensifying activities in the primary production of agricul

ture, forectry and mininr,1 oociul investments in the form of medical and 

school equipment, trade promotion, etc ••• 

V.oreover 1 international cooperation in the industrialisation of 

dcvelopinr, countries requires the use of a carefully blended set of instru

ments which, dependinr, on the circumstances, come in the shape of financial 

cooperation (public or private) in its many different forms (subsidies, 

loanc at adequate terms and conditions, acquired holdinr,o) 1 e~ually diversi

fied methods of technological cooperation, commercial cooperation (tariff 

policy, trade promotion) and various complementary and adjustment policies. 

Although bilateral activities, whilot beinr, progressively absorbed 

into the community framework, remain under the province of each of the 

Member States, the European Community itself has since its creation been 

carryinr, out a development cooperation policy within which cooperation in 

industrial development is of no small importance. 
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The most significant part of this community action hao 1 until now, 

been carried out in the frrunework of the association between the African 

States, MadaUJ.scar and Mo.uri tiun ( 1) and the European Community. However, 

some activities in the field of induntrinl cooperation are also envioaced 

outside this fr=ework 1 nrunely wi tr. rer:ard to countries with which the 

Community has concluded other types of ar:reements 1 ouch as ar:reements on 

commercial cooperation. Finally, due to the system of r:eneralized tariff 

preferences, the Community han over the last few years eivcn o. world-wide 

dimenoion to ito cooperation in the in(lustrial development of developinc

countries. 

This text reviews, the varioun activitieo of the European Commur.ity 

as such in the field of cooperation in the industrialisation of developinf: 

countries from the Communi tys creation ( 1958) to :n december 1974. It does 

not therefore refer to the Convention concluded 28 February 1975 at Lorr:e 

between the European Community and 46 African, Ce1ribteas an<! Pacific States 

and which contains a particularly oriV.nal facet of industrial cooperation 

which will be briefly outlined in the. second part of this document. 

A. The Association with the African States, Madar:aocar an<l ~:auritius 

From the first arranr;emento for association (1958) - by which the 

six founder Member States of the European Economic Community ar:rced to 

anoociate the overseas territories of four of their Members with the 

Common Market they ha<l just created- to the Yaounde Convention I (1963), 

concluded with 18 newly independent States and the Yaounde Convention II 

(1969) it is noticeable that the industrialisation objective bec~e r:radually 

more important to the point of beinr: one of tho stated first priority nims 

of the Association. This was mont certainly achiever! throu~:h pressure from 

Ascociated States, who founcl that their european partnero were quick to 

respond to their concerns which were seen to be well-founded and who a~:reed 

(1) The African and Malac::tSY Statee (AASM) associated with the European Economic 
Community throur;h the Yaounde Convention II (29.7.1969) are Jlurundi 1 
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Conca, the Ivory Count, Dahomey, Gabon, 
Upper Volta, Madar,nscar, Mali 1 Mauritania, Nicer, Rwanda, Gene~:al 1 Somalia, 
Chad 1 Toea nn<i Z11ire. Mauri tiuo joined the initial 18 associated States 
later on. 



to implement a whole oeries of actions desiened to promote the industrialisa

tion of the AASM countries. 

It was for this reason that the Yaounde Convention II - which expired 

31 January 1975 - laid down a well equipped arsenal of instruments both 

financial and commercial, and of technical cooperation, which were capable 

of respondinG to mar~ of the problems arising from industrialisation, by 

either improvinG the general conditions of this industrialisation, or by 

contributinG to its achievement through specific investments. 

1. Financial Rnd technical cooperation 

This is ensured simultaneously by the Commission of the European 

Communities throuch the European Development Fund (E.D.F.) and by the 

European Investment Bank (E.I.B.) (1). 

a) Principles of intervention and instruments 

The spheres of intervention of community cooperation in the 

industrialisation process are very wide. 
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At the pre-project otaee 1 the EDF cooperates throuch eeneral and/or 

specific preparatory activities (special and reeional studies on industriali

oation1 technical, economic and commercial studies, research and prospecting, 

help in preparing dossiers on financinG, ceneral technical training programmes). 

(l) Thn ,.;ru, set up by the Treaty of !lome, is ctn autonomous institution 
()nlnrwi.ne to the C:ommuni ty ann oncrates on a non-nrofi t-making- basis. 
J.,crnhers of the Bank arc the nine ~.ember States of the Community who have 
subscribed capital worth 2 1 025 milliard units of account (ao a EUide 1 
1 u,r;, = U3 ;j 1.25496 on the basis of the EIB's new definition of the 
unit of account and the exchange rates ruling at 30 December 1974), 
The J•:IB's main task is to contrib·"te to the b;>lanced development of the 
<..:ormnunity, and in the m,'1.in it carries out its activities to this end. 
However, its statutes (art, 18) lay down that by way of derot;ation autho
riced by the Board of Governors I the EIB may crant loans for investment 
proJects to be implemented outside the Europer;n territories of the 
J':er:\oer States, This measure was applied at the time of the conclusion of 
aosociation abTeements between on one oide the l~~C and on the other, 
Greece, Turkey and the AA~:n1 countrieG. 



At the P-xecution stace of the project, community cooperation contributes 

to the financinG of directly producti vc investment:J (equipment, buildinUJ ••• ) 

and of infrastructures (ener{'Y, trunoport, industrial estates etc ••• ) which 

provides induntry with the ncce:=JGary environment. The Community annista in the 

execution and supervision of the work and for a temporary period, in the 

settinr; up, startinc and runninc of the un,iertakinc (in particular by traininc 

personnel in charr,e of usinr, and maintaining equipment). 

At the post-project stace 1 experts may, at the request of associated 

countrieo, be sent for a limited period on a specified mission. Market ourvcyo 

may aloo be un(lertaken. 

Thus it appears that the spheres of intervention of community financial 

and technic:tl aid are far reachinr~, coverinr~ all the atar;e~ between (','Cnernl 

meanures (studies, bn.oic technical traininr:) n.nd assiatance in stn.rtinr, 

specific projects; they even extend beyond this field of activity in so far 

as the Community alco involves itself in the trade promotion of existinr, 

firms. 

The Co~munity also hn.o a very ln.rce rnn~e of financial means at ito 

dioposal oubnidies (P:o ~~of rer1ourcen), loans on opecin.l termn (lonr: term 

and at a very low interest rate) from the EDF, ordinary loans from the EIB 

(coupled with or without interest rebates) and ac~uinition or other contri

butions to the riok capital formation of firms. 

The r:Jethod of fin=cinG chosen depends on the one hand on the economic 

and financin.l ni tuation of the countries where the investment in beinr': made, 

and on the other, on the financial fentureo of the projects. 

In r,encral, nid which in not reimbursed in uoually allocated to 

infrastructure investments or to trn.ininr,-, tcchnic.1.l ansiotance and studies 

which indirectly contribute, or are more or leas clocely linked with, 

industrial achicvementn. 



The EIB 1 or the Commission (EDF) when it involves non-reimbursable aid, 

is responsible for directinG industrial projects. 

In the main, loans are in the first place eranted for financing directly 

productive investments; they may also be eranted throueh a state oreanisation 

or a financial institution (usually the Development Bank). 

Hare precisely, ordinary loans from the EIB's own resources, are eranted 

in preference to projects whose profitability is sufficient to assure the 

oervicine of the loans. Interest rate on ordinary loans depends on the terms 

on which the EIB raises funds on the financial markets. Nevertheless, ordinary 

loans may be coupled with interest rate subsidies, eranted on the EIB's 

resources. In general, interoot rate oubsi.dieo vary between 2 and 4 ~~. The 

lenGth of ordinary lonna Uepcndo on the normul lcnL~h of technical depreciation 

of the equipment financed, takine the whole financial planning of the project 

into account. For industrial projectc thin depreciation period io more often 

than not between 10 to 12 years; for infrastructures it may be as long as 

20 years. 

Loans on special terms on the EDF's resources are eranted where the 

capacity of the interested State running into debt and the financial profita

bility of the projecto juotify or require more favourable terms. These loans 

on special terms are granted by the Commission and administered by the EIB 

in the framework of a "special section" set up in 1963 by ito Board of 

Govcrnoro. Their termo are very favourable : their period for depreciation 

can be up to 40 yearn with a maximum postponement period of 10 years and 

their interest rate io in practice between 1 and 3 5~. 

Contributiono to capital rick formation, and in particular !t£ 
acquinition of share capital in firma, are paid out of the EDF resources 

in the name and ut the rink of the Corrmunity and adminintered by the EIBo 

They muot ulwayo remain minority holdings. 

5 
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Community action has also been very dynamic in the field of industrial 

research. 

The first initiative taken by the Commisoion in this field concerned 

a study on the industrialisation posoibilities in the AA~I countries throutn 

the substitution of imports. This study, started in 1965 1 explores one of 

the ways to in<lustrialisation 1 that of regionally orientated manufacturing 

industries (pluri-national) aimed at substituting consumption and consumer 

product imports with local products. Completed in 1966 and distributed in 

1967 1 it analyses around one hundred industrial projects spread over all 

the 18 Associated States (1). 

These studies were widely distributed and led to many favourable 

reactions, in particular from the AASM countries. 

A provisional revi.ew carried out at the end of 1970 showed that from 

106 initial projects, 132 were already then at various stages of implementa

tion, from the conception of the project to its final completion, this being 

due to the multiplicity of purely national ventures. It also appeared that 

a third of the projects identified by the study 1 had either been completed 

or were very soon to be, but that these were all achieved in a purely national 

fr~~ework 1 they having been carried out either on a smaller capacity than 

h<>d been foreseen by the expects, or the capacity realised was never fully 

uoed. This result obviously contrarlicted the reeional perspective initially 

adopted to promote cooperation between the Associated States. 

After an in-depth preparatory study (2), the Commission, in 1973-74 1 

carried out a second research proeramme 1 devoted this time to the possibi

lities of settin~ up export industries in the AASM countries. This programme 

therefore covers a dozen sectors or homogeneous groups of manufactured 

products : 

(1) "Industrialisation possibilities in the Associated African and 
l~alae;asy States" - 16 volumes + synopsis - Brussels, December 1966 

(2) "Selection of exportinr, industries which could be set up in AASM 
countries'' - 1 report volume + 3 annex volumes - Brussels, July 1971 



- production and assembly of electrical materials 

- production and assembly of electronic materials 

- preoerves, preparation and dryinG of tropical fruits 

- cir,ars and ci~rillos 

- sawing, veneerinr,, surfaced plywood panels 

- construction and furnishing elements in wood 

- frozen meat, meat remains nnrl by-products, tinned moat 

- tanning of leather and okins 

- ohoeo 

leather articles (eloves, marocco, leather clothes, pieceo for industry ••• ) 

- pre-reduction of iron-ore and electromctallurr,y 

- ferro-alloyo : ferro-man~anese, ferro-oilicon, ferro-nickel, ferro-chrome. 

These otudies have aloo been completed and widely distributed (1). 

A study on the textile industrialisation process in the AASM countries 

(2) was also completed alone; with these programmes, 

The field of industrial information and promotion in the AAS11 countries 

was tackled by the publication of an inventory of industrial studies concerning 

african countries (3), by a compendium of Investment Laws in AASM countries 

(4) and by a collection of 19 pamphlets on the conditions req'..lired for setting 

up industrial undertaking" in these States (5), 

(1) "Possibilities of creating export industries in the Aosociated African 
and Malac;asy States" 14 volumes, 6 synoptic reports - Brussels 1974 

(2) "The industrialisation of textile exports in the Associated African and 
Malar,asy States" lst and 2nd parts, 2 volumes + synoptic report -
Brussels, october 1972; 3rd part - Bruooels, march 1973 

(3) 11 !nventory of industrial st'J.riies on the african developinG' countries" -
4 volumes - Brussels, december 1972 

(4) "Investment laws in the Associated African anc! Malat;aoy States" -
Brussels, september 1974 

(5) "The conditions of cettinr; up industrial undertakin[~O in the Associated 
African aJ'ld Malar;asy States" - series of 19 brochureo - Dn.:oocls, 
july 1974, 

7 
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b) Review of financial cooperation 1958-1974 

It is not possible to start a thoroueh evaluation of procrammes of 

technical cooperation, of studieo and trainine directly or indirectly linked 

to industrialisation, nor to record the indirect contributions this industria

lisation has received throueh the financine of infrastructures and aericul

tural development, The table below therefore only takes into account the direct 

financing of induotrial projects in the AASM countries, 

Table N° 1 - Indu"trial financing in tho AASM countries (1958-1974) 

1.000 u.a. 

on the EDF's resources EIB 1 e Total 
Suboi- Loans on Contribu- resources EDF + 
dies special tiona to (ordinary EIB 

terms capital loano) 
risk for-
mat ion 

f-· 

Energy 28,801 9,000 - 7 o550 45.351 

Extractive industries 584 - - 52,600 53.184 

Agri-induotrial com-
plexes and food 

36,607") induotry 28,153 541 16.420 77.721 

Manufacturine 
lo743b) industry 2,856 990 20,230 25,819 

Others c) 3.254 - 972 - 4.226 

TOTAL 66.989 40.009 2.503 96.800 206,301 

a) 0 1 32 of which for interest rate subsidies 

b) 11 59 of which for interest rate subsidieo 

c) Industry in eeneral 1 metallurGic and chemical industry, infrastructures 

integrated with industrial projects, 

With respect to the total financial resourceo used by the Community, 

industrial investments represent about 9 % of the total (1 % for the first 

period of association 1958-621 13 % for the eecond period 1963-681 and 11 % 
for the third period 1969-74), 



Given that the choice of method of financinc in the Second Convention 

is in the first place dependent on the financial and sectional features of 

the project, financinc by means of subsidies, administered by the Commission, 

have been limited to industrial projects carried out in countries with little 

chance of runninr, into debt. 

Such was the case for industrial, aG~i-induntrial or energy projects 

carried out in Rwanda, Burundi, Ni~er, Chad, etc ••• 

When receivine subnidien, industrial or commercial firms are oblieed 

to make contributiono for financial nmortisation to a reinvestment Fund, 

set up and administered by the appropriate partner State. 

TakinG all loans and acquired holdin~~ toL~ther, the industrial sector 

is clearly dominant : 63 jj of all operations and 7 4 % of those loans on the 

EIB'o own resources have contributed to the industrial development of 

Associated States. Within the industrial sector, the mininc and extractive 

industry has received the larr,est sumo; followed by the acri-industrial and 

food sector and finally by the textile industry, a sector which clearly 

reflects the diversified activities of the EIB. 

Six projects in the textile industry sector have been financed nine 

times, seven on the EIB's own resources and two on the EDF'o. These projects 

present very different features both from the point of view of the nature 

and origin of the fibres used 1 the various staces in the convertion process 

and the markets to which sales are directed; they concern a whole series of 

activities from the cotton ginning to the printing and finishing of relative

ly elaborate products. 

Thus in Gabon, with no local production of cotton and with no internal 

market to justify the immediate setting up of a spinning-weaving factory, 

the aid received was limited to a printing factory which ensured the finishing 

of 4 1 2 million metres of imported cotton material to satisfy local consumption. 

9 
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In Zaire, an EIB loan was granted for a synthetic textile factory, using 

imported fibres so that it was possible to subntitute imports through on 

the spot processing. 

In Cameroon, the EIB was involved in the whole process of setting 

up ar.d developing two factories, a spinning-weaving factory in the North, 

and one involved in bleachinr,1 dyeing and printing in the South. Theee 

factories, which employ nearly 1.400 people, use locally grown cotton 

which is then uaeQ at a second stnce to atart exporting erey fabric for 

use as sheets to Europe. The initial intention was for this textile complex 

to be complementary to a spinning-weaving factory and to a supply centre 

in Chad which had to satisfy about 00 ~: of local consumption, both factoriee 

also benefitinr, from aid on the EDF 1 s resources. 

Finally in the Ivory Coast, the EIB contributed to the setting up 

of t•·o important textile complexes. The two factorieo at Dimbokro and 

Agboville 1 using locally grown cotton, one of which has received a contri

bution to risk capital formation out of the EDF's resources, will not only 

direct their sales to the Ivory Coast's internal mark~t but also towards 

exporting, mainly to Europe. These two complexes will make nearly 2.300 jobs 

available. 

Several of these projects have resulted in inter-african trade. This 

type of regional cooperation to a large extent takes place between countries, 

such an Chad and Cameroon, which have their own textile industries. In general 1 

the intensity of this trading increases in proportion to the importance of 

having a large market; this is particulary the case for printed material which 

places a more varied range of designo and colours at the dioposal of conoumers. 

An attempt hao been made to estimate the economic benefit of induotrial 1 

enerr,y and mining projects financed from the EIB 1 s own resources. Theoe 

projecto will contribute to : 



- the total investment of 970 million u.a. 

- the creation of 18.500 jobs 

- directly increasing the annual industrial added value to around 300 

million u.a. 

- annual foreign currency earningn of about 200 million u.a. 

- realising an annual increase in budgetary income which could reach 160 

million u.a. after the initial periods of tax exemption. 

The largest number of projects receiving EID ordinary loans are to 

be found in import substituting industries. However, industries making use 

of local resources for exports, where unit investment is generally more 

important, have nevertheless absorbed 74 7: of the total amount loaned. Most 

projects are realised by firms with joint manaeement where the associated 

State's participation is often important. 

2. Commercial cooperation 

a) The system 

The principle of the system was initially the gradual establiehment 

of a single free-trade area covering the Community and all the associated 

overseas countries and territories (o.c.T.). 

As at the beginning full or partial free-trading only existed between 

dependent territories and their respective mother countries, the association 

now opened up a market with completely- in customs duties and with no 

quantitative restrictions - free and preferential access, and a market of 

much greater importance for nearly all the exports of products originating 

from o.c.T. countries. In fact, the number of exportable products excluded 

from this system (for instance, certain processed agricultural products 

covered by the common agricultural policy) is not very great. 

II 
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Very similar measures were introduced in both the Yaounde Conventions, 

neeotiated after the larr;er part of OCT countries had c;ained independence, 

the 18 original AAS~! members and M"uri tiun which acceded to the oecond 

convention, It must however be pointed out that in the framework of the 

Yaounde Convention, there is no lonr;er only one, but 19 free trade arean 

between each of the AAS~~ countrieo and the nix EEC countries. In fact, theoe 

independent countries are developin1~ their own trading policy, In effect, 

beinc; part of the Association in no way prccluden developinr, countries from 

continuing or nettinc- up cuntomo unionn, free trade arean or acreements on 

economic cooperation amon~'t themselves, To put it another way, the Convention 

enables, in a very subtle way, associated Staten to continue or to re-establish 

custome duties or quantitative restrictionn on their trading with the 

Commu!1ity to cater for the needs of their development, their budr,eto or 

their balance of pn.ymento. This rirht to protect their young induntrioo 

a;,ainot external competition, even when thin involveo european proclucern, 

in obviously incli::::::pensn.ble to the incluntrinlication of aoaociated States. 

In brief, the Association's tradint'j arrancements have reoulted in 

the exportn of the 19 AAS'! countrien reachinr; a market of 180 million people 

in develope1l countries. 

Thin trarlinc; cystem of free accesn has reoulted in a substantial 

marcin of preference to the advantace of AASM countries. Besides hintorical 

and 1;co 17"Phical reasono, theoe preferences are juotifie<l by the particularly 

low level of development of tne countries concerned. 

It munt alco be pointed out that the Community had the interento of 

other developinr, countrieo at heart, Even before the efforto made in the 

field of c;eneralised preferences (see further on), the EEC lowered ito 

customs duties, and conoequently the opecial preferences which it accords 

to the AASM countries, for products as imvortant as coffee (from 16 to 7 )~), 

cocoa (9 to 4 /:), palm-oil (from 9 to 6 ):), tropical woods (from 9 to 0 /:), 

The community nystem of c;eneralioed preferences has also been applied semi

finished anrl manufactured products, 



b) Technic~l assist~nce in the field of tr~le promotion ~d recion~l 

inteQ'ation 
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The existence of a favourable tradin~ oystem io not in itself oufficient 

to r,uarantee the expansion of exports. It is for this reason that the Yaounde 

Convention laid down provinionn for technical aEmintance in the area of tracle 

promotion for the benefit of AASH countrieo. This assistance includeo the 

oettin~ up or reinforcement of promotion ccntren for trarle and their branches, 

participation in fairo and international exhibitiono and the trainin~ of 

specialists, ns well as integrated promotional activities when launchin~ or 

developinG certai.n types of producto. 

Finally, beoideo the international market, one must not forcet the 

poonibilities of rec.;ional cooperation Uctween developinc countrieo which 

can widen the market and enable nei[;hbourinr; states to specialioe in their 

fields. The East African Community hao benefited from tte EEC 's technical 

acniotance in thin field. 

c) The development of trade 

Exporto from AASM countries to the EEC (six member states for valid 

statistical comparisons), calculated on the 57 principal industrial pro<luctD 1 

have risen from 621 1 2 million US ~ in 1968 to 913 1 4 million U3 ~ in 1973 1 

an increase of 47 j~. 

Certain areas, which were non-existant or ner;lir;ible in 1968, have 

become important, notably in the textile sector. The biccest increases concern 

products from wood processinG (+ 222 )~ for sheeto of at le~st 5 mm, + 112 ;; 

for plywood and + 143 ;; for timber), phosphate fertilizer (+ 135 '/c), tinned 

fruit (+ 133 5;) and tinned fish(+ 65 );), oil-cakes (+ E13 ;"),concen:raterl. 

man~:a.ne oe ( + 7 4 ;;) , copper ( + 62 ;:) • 

A second characteriotic feature of the trade pattern is a clear 

rreov-aphical divoroification concerninG both exporto ami importn. The 
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former mother countries no loneer have a dominant position, since the six 

original Member States of the EEC were put on an equal footing with regard 

to the trading arran~:ements with the AAS~I countries, the latter having now 

benefited from their free access to new marketo. 

B. The Asoociation with Turkey 

The Aonociation neroement between the European Economic Community 

and Turkey was sit:ned 12 September 1963 and came into force at the end 

of 1964. 

1. Financial cooperation 

a) The financial inotrument 

An eooential element of the Aooociation io incorporated in the 

Community's financial aid to Turkey in the form of loans t:ranted by tho 

EIB. 

In accordance with the first financial protocol annexed to the 

Association At:reement 1 the EIB has granted 36 loans 1on favourable terms, 

e~uivale~t to 175 million u.a. 

A second finar.cial protocol, sit:ned on 30th November 1970 1 came into 

force on l January 1973. Thin t:ives the EIB the possibility of t:rantint: to 

Turkey up to May 1976 : 

- loans on favourable terms up to the amount of 242 million u.a. (1) 

- loans at market conditions up to a possible 25 million u.a. 

Loans on favourable terms are t:ranted on authorisation by Member 

States, and are taken from resources provided by the latter. The EID 

records these separately through its "special section". The loans at 

market conditions are granted from the Bank's own resources. 

( 1) 'rhe initial amount wan of 195 million u.a. ; it has incrensed to 242 
million u.a. throu~:h the co~plementary Protocol signed after the 
enlnr;{emcnt of the Community, the 30 June 1973, and the procedures of 
ratification of which are on the way. 



In keepine with the financial Protocols, investment projects elir,ible 

for financinr, are those which contribute to an increase in the productivity 

of the Turkish economy, which help to achieve the aims set out in the 

Association Aereement and which come under Turkish development plans, Projects 

which are likely to contribute to an improvement in the Turkish balance of 

payments are eiven special attention, 

Loans on favourable terms are eranted for either financine investment 

projects with diffuse or distant profitability (infrastructure) or investment 

projects with normal profitability (industry, tourism) to be implemented by 

the Turkish state, territorial orr,anisationo or public or private firms, 

These loans eranted to the Turkish state have, as a general rule, a potential 

leneth of 30 yearo of which 8 years at the most are with duty exemptions, 

o.nd a rate of interest not lest:~ than 2,5 %for projects with diffuse or 

distant profitability and not leon than 415 ~~for projects with normal 

profitability, 

The Turkish state puts loans ~anted for infrastructure projects at 

the disposal of operational departments or loans them out aeain to state 

firms, Industrial projects are also financed at two levels, EIB loans eranted 

to the State are either directly lent to promoters, public or private firms 

or through the intermediary of a Turkish financial ins~i tution, The conditions 

to which promoters are subject are fixed in aereement with the EIB; the 

rates of interest are determined by takinr, account of the Turkish rulinuo 

relating to lone term bank credits; the conditions concerning the length 

of the loan are decided according to the economic features o~ the projecto, 

Loans at market conditione on the EIB's resources are exclusively for 

projects of normal profitability implemented by private firms, They are also 

eranted to the State which in turn loans them out to the ultimate recipients 

throur,h a Turkish financial institution, The lenL~h is fixed in aereement 

with the EIB 1 taking account of the economic features of each project 

financed (8 to 12 years in practice with a deferred repayment period of 

15 
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2 to 3 years). The rate of interest applied to the State is the same as 

that uoed by the EIB in ito normal operations, whereas the intermediary 

institution gives loans to the final recipient at the rate of interest 

for long term loans in force in Turkey. 

It should be mentioned that that EIB loans to the private industrial 

sector are carried out by the intermediary of the Turkish Industrial Develop

ment Bank (TSKD); however, a second intermediary institution, the Industrial 

Credit and Investment Bank (SYKB) also recently received an EID loan. In 

order to contribute to the financing of omall and medium-oized initiatives 

in the industrial sector in a more flexible way, part of the credits have 

been given to intermediary inoti tutions in the form of "global loans" which 

can be split up and directed to a laree number of operations following the 

EIB 1 s approval after a simplified enquiry. 

b) Review of financial cooperation 

The EIB cranted 52 loans for a total amount of 348 million u.a. 

between 1965 and December 1974; of thio total, 323 million u.a. are at 

special conditions on the budgetary resources of the Member States. These 

loans contributed to the financing of investments totalling 2.422 million u.a. 

and to the direct creation of 17.700 jobs. 

These loans represent about 11 ~~ of the total public financial aid 1 

both bilateral and multilateral, from which Turkey benefited during this 

same period and 20 % of aid aosigned to specific projects. 60 15 % of the 

total - 210 million u.a. - wao for infraotructure projects, of which the 

enereY oector takes the biggest share followed by tranoport and agricultural 

preparations. 

The measures concerning intervention by the Turkish Dank lay down 

that at least 30% of the aid must finance projects of normal profitability, 

which in practice means projects in the industrial sector. EIB loans for 



this sector have reached 135 million u.a., that is 39% of the total 

financing; the industrial share would be 71 % of one included eenerating 

station projects (110 million u.a.). 

66 million u.a. were eranted for the implementation of 6 projects 

in the public sector and 45 million u.s. for 48 industrial investments in 

the private sector (1). The distribution by nectar of the amount loaned 

for industrial projects shows a predominance of basic industries (paper

pulp, paper, chemistry) and of consumer durables. 

Finally, a clobal loan of 2 million u.a. was eranted for preinvestment 

~ to be carried out in the public oector. 

2. Commercial coopera~ion 

a) The trade syotem 

The additional protocol which came into force 1 January 1913 lays 

down that Turkish industrial products can be imported without quantitative 

restrictions and with exemption from customs duties except for a few excep

tional products which are subject to tariff quotas (refined petroleum products) 

or for which the tariff reductions is apread out over a period of 12 yearn 

(certain textile products). 

Further, the Association Council is also entitled to study all 

measures capable of increasinc the cooperation between the two Parties and 

to take decioions in thio field. 

b) Heview of commercial cooperation 

The nevelopment of imports of Turkish industrial products in the 

EEC shows how important the results of the Association, and in particular 

the trade aspect, have been for the induotrialisation of the Turkish economy. 

(1) 25 million u.a. ernnted in the form of clobal loans to intermediary 
institutions are still beinc allocated 

17 
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Table N° 2 - EEC imports of innuntria1 productn cominG from Turkey 

1,000 us ¢ 

1961 37.754 1967 104.706 

1962 36,152 1968 112.174 

1963 34.445 1969 114.783 

1964 96.170 1970 148.947 

1965 92.902 1971 170.377 

1966 119.588 1972 196.948 

G. Tt1e Associntion with GreP~e 

Annexf'd to the A(j!'eement of Association betwef'n the Corm:mni ty and 

Greece, which entered into force at the end of 1962, in a rrotocol providing 

for Community fin<1ncial ns~:;intance in the form of r~I13 lo11.n:: for the finnncir..:: 

of investment orojec~s in Greece. 

The total amount of the lo11.ns from the Jhnk 1 initiall.v fixecl at 

US/ 50 million, wo.s oubse'lucntly increased to 7 125 million, Pursuctnt 

tc a Community internal a~';Tcerncnt for the imolementation of' the Finanr:in.l 

Protocol, the EIU issues credit on the authority of the J.enbcr c;to.tes, 

which act as guarantors for the D.1.nk in respect of the corn:ui trr.t:ntc rcr:ul t inr_" 

from the loan contracts concluded under this authority. 

r:'he EID lon.n:::; are made out of the Bank's own resourc::eG on its ordinn.ry 

term~. However, the possibility of t~rnnting interen-: rnte cubsidies was 

allm-.'ed in re:::;pect of certain projects in priority Gectorf! on ~rhich the 

retu!"n would be indirect or lonl~-term. Hm·rever, ther::e subsicties, which nrc 

at the rate of 3 '/~ per nnnum anrl are financed by the I·lcmber Staten, m<1y r:over 

not more than two-thirdo of the total amount o:' the financial aid. 



~'hese EIB activities, which were suspended from O:;tober 1967 when 

rel~tions between the Community and Greece were frozen, were resumed at 

the end of 1974 at the request of the Community authorities up to the 

amount of '/ 56 million, representin~ the uncommitted balance of the 

¢125 millio!'l provided for in the Firw.ncial Protocol, The ner;otiation 

of a new Protocol also providinr; for financing operations by the EIB 

in Greece in proposed. 

Getween 1963 and 1967, the Bank signed 15 loan contracts for a 

total amount of '.j 69.2 million in respect of projects in Greece, 

Eir;ht of these loana - totallint: '.j 53,3 million -were for public 

infrastructure projects, which accordingly qualified for interest rate subsi

dies paid by the J.lember States, These eight can be broken down as follows 

agriculture '.j 30,3 million, transoort '/ 17 million and enerr;y '(, 6 millio!'l, 

1'he remaining neven, tot.:tllinrr ~ 15.9 million, were for industrial projects 

in the private sector (aluminbm, ceJJent, fertilizers, plywood, textiles), 

Table N° 3 - ESC imports of industrial products cominc; from Greece 

1,000 u.a. 

1961 15.686 1967 76.858 

1962 11.124 1968 111.847 

1963 18.718 1969 131.786 

1964 22.470 1970 161,073 

1965 30.518 1971 190.721 

1966 47,042 1972 275.048 
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D, Preferential Agreements with no financial content 

l, The Aruoha Acreement 

Thio av-oement which came into force l January 1971 la,yo down that 

the three East African Staten of Kenya, Ucanda and Tanzania, can enjoy 

very nimilar conditions to thane of the AASM countrieo with regard to their 

exports to the EEC (six Member Stateo), ~1erefore 1 nearly all their exports 

enter the Community market without having cuotomo dutien levied on them, 

From 196El to 1973 1 the 9 main in<iuotrial producto exported to the 

EEC (nix Member Staten) by the three African States increaned in volume 

by 405 '/o, that in from 5,655,000 to 2El,577 ,000 US ;( notably following 

advances in refined copper (from 454,000 to 15,360,000 US;(), in leather 

and ckinn (from 268,000 to 4,279,000 US ;() and in string and rope (from 

78,000 to 722,000 US;(), 

2, Malta and Cypruo 

The Community hao Aooociation Av-ecmcnto with Malta and Cyprus, 

which came into force l April 1971 and l June 1973 respectively, 

In the trade area, theoe ar;reemento allow duty-free entry into the 

Community of induotrial productn orieinating from these two countries, 

It is worth adninr: that the Community, in September 1974 1 entered 

into new ner;otiations which should, in particular, lead to the inclunion 

of a provision for cooperation and financial and technical ansistance 1 which 

should strenGthen the effects of the Ar;reementn on the economic development 

of tte two countries in question. 

These a,;recments are still too recent for it to be poooible to 

meaoure their effect on trade development in general ann industrial exchanees 

in particular, between the countries concerned and the Community. 



3, Morocco and Tunisia 

In line with the Member ~tat eo Governments 1 Declaration of Intent 

expressed at the time of the sirnin~ of the Treaty of Rome, in 1969 the 

Community concluded Association Acrecmento with Tunisia and Morocco, 

These acreements are provisional and basically limited to defininr, 

the tradinr, arranr,ements to be applied between these two countrien and 

the Community, They include, besides substantial concesoiono on the main 

moroccan and tunioian ar,ricultural anrl a~ri-induntrial products, free 

entry into the community market of industrial producto from the two countries, 

with the exception of E.c.s.c. productn nnd cork producto. Furthermore, 

althour;h optional and never used, ceilinr,o were laid clown on imports of 

moroccan nnd tuninian refined petroleum producto. 

Takinr, into accountthe absence of any co~nunity measures to promote 

directly industrial development in these two countries, the record for the 

first three years of these ar;reemcntn ohown a substantial improvement in 

exports of their manufactured prorlucts to the Community, a much creater 

improvement than that of their exports in toto. 

Table !1° 4 - Community (9) imports from Morocco and Tunioia 

1,000 u,a. (1 ~ u~ c 
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0,92 u,n,) 

~IOROCCO TUNISIA 

1970 1971 1972 
,, ,, 1970 1971 1972 ~~ 

Total imports 407.660 399.756 445.010 100 120,943 140.469 198.387 100 

Aericul tura1 
producto Ann. II 237.617 237.367 262.259 58,1 38,610 45.434 68,149 33,1 

Induotria1 
products 164.946 167.190 177.288 40,7 81,180 93.248 12R,60l 65,9 
- of which manu-

factured products 32.996 44.418 51,251 10,3 20,345 24.965 37.169 17,9 
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Table N° 5 - Community (9) imports from Morocco and Tunisia 

index = 1970 = 100 

MOROCCO TUNISIA 

1970 1971 1972 1970 1971 1972 

frotal imports 100 98 109 100 116 164 

Agricultural products Ann, II 100 96 110 100 118 177 

Industrial products 100 101 107 100 115 158 

- of which manufactured products 100 135 155 100 123 183 

These agreements, concluded for a period of 5 years, have now expired 

and will be immediately replaced by new agreemento of an unlimited period, 

which will 9e concluded on an enlarged baois and which in particular will 

include provisions for economic, technical and induotrial cooperation as 

well as various financial means for a period of 5 years, aimed at supporting 

some of these activities on cooperation, The new agree~ento will also include 

measures benefiting nationals of Maghreb countries who emigrate to Community 

countries. 

E. Non-preferential aereements 

The Community oir,ned non-preferential agreements with a certain number of 

countries who had asked for it,These are 1in Latin America : Argentina, Uruguay 

and Brasil; in Asia : India, and in Europe : Yugoslavia, 

l, Argentina -Uruguay - Brasil 

The basic objective of these agreemento is the development, in an 

institutional framework, of trade and economic relations between the signatory 

parties, In the case of Latin America countries, alongoide clauses of a 
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general nature on commercial matters, such as the most-favoured-nation 

treatment or non-discrimination in questions of liberalisation, the agreements 

also include more specific arrangements aimed at facilitating Community imports 

of beef and veal, as well as cocoa butter and, in Brasil's case, soluble 

coffee. The agreements also provide for cooperation between the parties in 

the agricultural field and in the marketing of products which are subject 

to concessions. They will be administered by a joint committee one of whose 

tasks is to seek methods and means of promoting the development of economic 

cooperation between the Community and the si~atory countries. 

2. The agreement on commercial cooperation with India (1) 

The agreement contains several clauses on cooperation which when 

implemented by the contractinG parties could make a considerable impact on 

India's industrialisation. 

It is laid down, in particular, that this cooperation is r,uided on 

the principle of comparative advantages for the Community and for India, 

working for their mutual benefit and taking into account the evolution of 

the economic and industrial policies of the contracting parties. Furthermore, 

the aim of the cooperation between India and the Community is not only to 

develop trade between the parties, but also concerns trading between each 

of the parties and the third world. This measure implicitly has eventual 

subcontracting and trianr,ular arrangements in view. 

Another original feature of this agreement, whooe main object is to 

provide a framework for the joint committee_'• initiatives, is to link these 

initiatives to the long term economic objectives of the parties (including, 

consequently, their objectives in the industrialisation sphere). 

(1) Negotiation agreements of a similar nature are in progress with Pakistan, 
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. 
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3, Acreements by sector (India, Pakistan, Thailand, Bangladesh) 

These aereementa concern the following oectors : 

a) trade in jute products : India, Eangladeeh + (in the process of ner,otiation) 

Thailand 

b) trade in coir products : India + (in the process of ner,otiation) Sri Lanka 

c) arrangements for handlooms (India, Pakistan, Thailand, BanGladesh) and 

handicrafts (India, Pakistan, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, Iran, 

Sri Lanka and Uruguay), 

In this connection, one should mention tr.e provinional maintenance 

of these advantaGes arising from the bilateral ar,reements concluded in the 

framework of article 4 of the lonr, term Agreement on international trade of 

cotton textiles (which expired 30 September 1973) in favour of : 

- countries which have concluded similar agreements with the Community or 

its Member States; 

-those countries which have undertaken, with respect to the Community, to 

carry out similar measures to those ar,reed with signatory countries of the 

lons term Ar,reement. 

F, The oyotem of ceneralized tariff preferences 

The sy:1tem of c;eneralized tariff preferences, which was introduced 

by the Community (Germany, Belgium, France, Italy, LuxembourG and the 

Netherlands) (1) from 1 July 1971 1 followinG Resolution 21 of the Second 

UNCTAD, should be regarded as a real act of development cooperation, In fact, 

even if in practice it is to be found in measures applied in the commercial 

policy field, the system aims in particular to achieve the following 

objectives : 

(1) From 1 January 1974 1 the United KinGdom, Denmark and Ireland apply the 
Community system 



- to maintain and develop the exports of manufactured industrial and agricul

tural products already bein~ exported by the developin~ countries, thus 

consolidatin~ the exiotin~ industrial structures and maintaining and 

increaoinr, the foreign currency earnin~ of these countries as a result 

of exporting the said products; 

- to promote the introduction of new industrial activities in the developing 

countries, ones which under normal conditions would not have developed, 

taking into account, on the one hand, the limited market of the beneficiary 

producer countries, and on the other the difficulties these countries would 

have encountered in exporting manufactured products to the Community markets 

where they would have faced competition from other industrialised countries 

on an equal footin~, In this context, the system acts as a drivin~ force 
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in diversifyine the economies of the beneficiary countries and also encourages 

forei~ investment in these countries, 

1, The system 

The Community's ~neralized tariff preferences system is applicable 

for all the industrial manufactured and semi-finished products referrecl to 

in Chapters 25-99 of the Brussels Customs Nomenclature and to certain 

processed ar,ricul tural products in Chapters 1-24 of the BCN, It is to last 

ten years, but the regulations on its application are put into force on an 

annual basis, This preferential system applies to all developin~ countries 

on the Group of "77" list and to Roumania (with specific terms and conditions), 

a) Procesaed acricul tural productn 

The preferential system for these products provides for a reduction 

in the rate laid down in the BCJ! which is usually between 20 and 40 ~~. However, 

several imported products benefit from total exemption, 

Further, preserved pineapple, soluble coffee, cocoa butter, and a 

certain type of tobacco, will benefit from tariff quotas at reduced rateo, 
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The volume of theoe quotas has in general been calculated by taking into 

account the traditional flow of exports to the Community from the beneficiary 

countries. 

Except for these four products, there is no quantitative limit on 

proceosed aericultural imports benefiting from the preferential system. 

Nevertheless the system includes a safegoard clause for each product concerned, 

based on measures in Article 19 of GATT, to avoid market dioturbances. 

b) Manufactured and semi-finiohed industrial producto 

In general, the Community's generalized tariff preferenceo syotem 

provides for exemption from duty on entry of all these products. This 

exemption from duty, however, works within the limit of the "ceilings" 

whose volume corresponds to the beneficiary countries exports to the 

Community. These ceilings are calculated on the basis of a "baoic amount" 

which correspondo to the exports of the beneficiary countries on a given 

reference year, plus an "additional amount" which is equal to 5% of the 

volume of exports to the Community from non-beneficiary countries. This 

"additional amount" is also calculated against a reference year fixed at 

the most recent year for which statistics are available. This additional 

amount opens up the possibility of increased expansion for beneficiary 

countries, taking into account the dynamism of other induotrialised countries' 

exports to the Community. 

A limit ("cut-off") has been fixed within theoe ceilings for each 

country in order to allow each beneficiary country to profit from the prefe

rential system in a equilibrated manner and to avoid these benefits being 

taken advantare of only by developing countries who have reached a more 

advanced stage of industrialisation. This cut off is ao a general rule equal 

to 50 % of the volume of the ceiling. However, for certain products exported 

by a fairly large number of beneficiary countries, the cut-off levels are 

fixed at 20 or 30 %. 
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In consideration of the difficult economic situation of certain sections 

of industry in the Community, the system provideo for the application of 

duty free tariff quotas for a limited number of products which concern 

industrial sectors to which the Community is particularly sensitive. These 

tariff quotas are shared out between the Member States in national quotas 

and are nationally administered by these states. It should be underlined 

that the quantitative limits for industrial products only concern exports 

under the preferential system. In fact, as soon as the "ceilines" or "cut

offs" have been completely used up 1 the Community ac;ain levies duty as laid 

down in the BCN and the beneficiary countries can continue to export their 

products to the Community paying this duty. Further, in view of the practical 

difficulties in following in a systematic way all the imports coming under 

the GPS for just a limited number of products in addition to those for which 

tariff quotas have been fixed, the BCN duty can be rapidly reestabliohed. 

For the greater part of the other products, the beneficiary countries' exports 

can in practice exceed even ~ubstantially 1 the "ceilinr;" and "cut-off" limits. 

A special rule is laid down for textile and in particular cotton textile 

products : as rer;ards cotton textiles, the GPS only applies to those countries 

who were members of the lone term agreement on cotton textiles or for those 

countries who are independently prepared to enter contracts equivalent to 

those laid down for the members of this agreement; for textile products, 

includinr; cotton textiles, the quotas and ceilines are in general calculated 

by volume. 

c) The rules of origin 

The benefits arisinc; from this system are ~:;ranted on the basis of 

a specific ruling on "orion" in order to ensure that it is strictly the 

beneficiary developinG countries who benefit from the preferential system. 
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As a eeneral rule 1 products considered ns "originating from the country 

of oriein" are either those comine entirely from the exportine beneficiary 

country, or those which have, in the country concerned, undereone sufficient 

industrial processing to be considered as orieinating from that country. 

The principal criterion used for defininr, this "sufficient process inc:" is 

the chanr.e of tariff heading. Nevertheless special rules have been made for 

the caoe where thio chanee of headinr. is not enoueh to justify a "sufficient 

processing11
• 

Beneficiary countries·are directed, in the framework of the rulinr.1 

to present the customs authorities with a certificate of oriein which conforms 

with the criteria laid down by the Community reeulation. 

* 

* * 

Irnprovementn to the nystem 

The Community put its syotem of eeneralized tariff preferences which 

notably included conclusions reached in the framework of the UNCTAD into 

force on 1 July 1971. The Community, however, left open the possibility of 

takinr, account of the experience acquired, and requests from the beneficiary 

countries to modify and 1 if need be 1 to improve the methods of implementation. 

Thus the Community has appreciably improved its system in the framework of 

the annual implementation of rer,ulations relatinr, to the system, takinr. into 

account the political will expressed by the heads of r.overnment durinr. the 

Paris Summit meeting of December 1972 and the remarks expressed in the 

framework of the UNCTAD. The improvements relate in particular to : 

- the inclusion of new products to the list of processed ar,ricultural products 

which benefit from the preferential system 

- the increase in the preferential marein for these products 

- the reduction in the number of industrial products subject to tariff 

quotas 



- increasing the flexibility of the terms and conditions used for calculatin~ 

the cut-offs and ceilinr,u 

- tnkin~ more recent statistics into account when calculating the "basic 

amounts" and the "additional amounts" concerning industrial products 

- the relaxation of rules relating to origin 

-defining ita offer for jute and coir products 

- including new countries on the list of beneficiary countries. 

In doing this, the Community has shown the political importance it 

attaches to the generalised tariff preferences system being used as a dynamic 

and pra~atic instrument which enables it to reach the syotemo' principal 

objective under the beat conditions. This objective is to implement a real 

act of development cooperation to promote the diversification of the economies 

of beneficiary countries by developing the production and export of industrial 

products. 

2. Review 

At present it is very difficult to give an accurate statistical review 

of the impact of the generalized tariff preferences system on the developing 

countries' exports to the Community. In fact, an exact record of imports 

benefiting from the system requires a special administrative structure to 

distinguish between the imports covered by preferences and those which pay 

customs duties. This structure is in the process of being established in 

the Community and should be ready to start functioning in 1975. The first 

statistical analysis of imports coming under GPS was drawn up for the year 

1972 for the Community as originally constituted. According the these records, 

the use of the Community's preferences system in 1972 resulted in imports 

covered by the preferential system of : 
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- 65.089.000 u.a. processed acricultural products 

- 319.852.000 u.a. industrial manufactured products other than textiles 

- 64.786.000 u.a. textile products, 

a total of 449.727.000 u.a. for all the products which benefit from the 

system of preferences. 

These figures, which relate to the Community as originally constituted, 

show that in 1972 in relation to the importing possibilities open1 the 

generalized preferences system was not fully utilised. In effect, in relation 

to these possibilities, only 41 %of the tariff quotas and ceilings open 

to industrial products other than textiles were utilised, and only 45 % of 

tariff quotao and ceilings open to textile products. It should be mentioned 

that 1972 was the first full year in which the GPS system had been applied; 

also 1 at that time 1of 91 countries on the list of independent beneficiaries 

on 31 december 1972 only 37 countries had been able to satisfy the administra

tive regulations relating to origin. 

Nevertheless, it is poosible to give an appreciation of the importance 

of the generalized preferences system on the basis of the possibilities opened 

up by the preferential syotem and their evolution during the years when it 

was being applied up to 1975. For thio purpooe several indications can be 

given, using different parameters. 

a) Coverace of the preferential system by product (in value and quantity) 

Based on import figures for 1971 1 import posoibilities under the 

preferential system were 

Processed acriculturnl products 

1971 45 million u.a. 

1972 (1) 45 

1973 45 

1974 (2) 400 

1975 600 

(1) The Community ns originally constituted 

(2) The Community of Nine 



Manufactured and semi-finished industrial prodocuts, other than textiles 

1971 340 million u.a. 

1972 (1) 780 
1973 900 

1974 (2) 2 milliard u.a. 

1975 2,3 

Textile products 

1971 19.429 tons 

1972 (1) 39.444 
1973 42.631 

1974 68.205 
1975 (2) 71.000 

b) Number of product under headings covering processed a~icultural 

products 

1971 
1972 
1973 

1974 
1975 

(1) 

(2) 

147 Tariff headings 

147 
147 

187 
220 

c) Number of products subject to the tariff quotas system 

Manufactured and semi-finished industrial products, other than textileA 

1971 
1972 
1973 

1974 
1975 

(1) 

(2) 

53 
58 
60 

51 
13 

(1) The Community as originally constituted 

(2) The Community of Nine 
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Textile products 

1971 35 
1972 (1) 34 
1973 33 

1974 30 

1975 (2) 30 

d) Number of countries who complied with the rules of oriein 

(from 143 independent and dependent countries included on the list 

of beneficiaries) 

1971 
1972 
1973 

1974 

(1) 

(2) 

23 independent countries + 3 dependent countries 

37 + 10 
50 

67 

+ 14 

+ 19 

These fir,ures show the evolution of the generalized preferences system 

as far as it concerns the possibilities open to the exports of the bene

ficiary countries and the numbers of countries covered by it, They reveal 

the improvements to the system, brour,ht about in particular to take account 

of the enlar1;ement of the Community, the decisions made at the Pario Summit 

and the implementation of the joint Declaration of intent relatine to certain 

Aoian countries. 

It should be underlined that the developing beneficiary countries 

have not yet made full use of the opportunities open to them to take advantage 

of the preferential system, The reasons for this are that on the one hand a 

large number of these countries have not met the conditione of the re~1lation 

on "ori~in", and on the other, the economic oector in the beneficiary countries 

does not always seem to have fully understood the system's administrative 

procedures, The Community appreciates these difficulties and special efforts 

are beine made to make the beneficiary countries aware of the advantages 

available to them through applying the preferential system in full, In fact, 

as part of this information pror,ramme on making better use of the advanta~s 

(1) Community as originally constituted 

(2) Community of Nine 



offered by the system, the Community has or~anised several seminars for the 

appropriate administrations ar.d economic sectors of these countries, Thus 

in 1972 seminars were or~anised in Brasil, Peru (Andean group), Argentina, 

Uruguay and Mexico; in 1973 in Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, 

the Philippines; in 1974 in Uruguay (part of LAFTA), Columbia (Andean group), 

Salvador (central american Common Market), Jlai tl., Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, 

The Community also participated in seminars on t~neralized preferences 

in Latin America, Africa and Asia, which were organised in the framework of 

the UNDPjuNCTAD programme, 

The development of the Community's generalized preferences system 

shows two of the system's fundamental features which are : prar,matism and 

progressiveness, By followin~ these two fundamental notions, the sy"tem 
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has always adapted itself to the needs of the beneficiary developing countries, 

However, account is always taken of the necessity to balance the need to 

promote the exports of manufactured products of developing countries a~ainst 

the obligation to respect the agreements entered into with countries associated 

with the Community, as well as having to le~itimately protect the sensitive 

sectors of the Community's industries, 

G, Other types of commercial and industrial cooperation 

During its sessions of 30 April and 16 July 1974, the Council adopted, 

in the framework of applyin~ a community policy on development, a certain 

number of resolutions two of which are particularly worth mentioning in 

relation to aid for the industrialisation of developing countries, 

They are a resolution on the "promotion of exports from developini: 

countries" and one on "reeional interrration between developing countries 11
• 

As far as the first is concerned, the Council adopted a series of measures 

which can be followed up by the Community to contribute to the promotion 
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of exports. In particular, one of these stipulates specific and complementary 

meaoures for technical assistance to help promote the exports of developing 

countries, financed by appropriations entered in the Community budget. The 

other aims mainly at giving a favourable reply to the requeots for aid from 

developing countries which have begun the process of regional integration. 

The Community will now have to define wayo of implementing these 

two resolutions; certain actions have already been taken in this field. 

1. The Andean Group 

The Commission has since 1970 had close working relationo with the 

Junta of the Andean group and follows with close interest the efforts under

taken in the industrial ophere by thio organization. 

Thus in February 1973 in the context of the engineering and metal

processing induotries development programme set up by the countries in the 

Cartagene Agreement, the Commission organised a meeting in Brussels between 

a delegation from the Junta and european industrialists; this direct contact 

seems to have been particularly fruitful and with lasting results. 

Likewise, the Commiooion places much importance on the "Petrochemical" 

and "Automobile" sector programmes which are at present being elaborated by 

the Andean Group and which the industries of the Nine could certainly use

fully help in implementing. 

2. Commercial and Industrial cooperation (ASEAN) 

In the realisation that increasing cooperation could be expected 

between the Community and the Association of South East Asian Nationo (ASEAN) 

and that this could eventually contribute to rapid industrial progress in 

the ASEAN countries, particularly in the field of aid for regional integration, 



the Commission and the ASEAN decided to set up a joint eroup to study the 

possibilities in this field. With this in mind, the Commission is currently 

preparing an economic information brochure on the ASEAN region for interested 

business circles. 

In November 1974 1 the Commission also organised a seminar, as part 
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of the community action programme, to promote exports from developing countries. 

The seminar, lasting three weeks, was on techniques of commercialisation in 

different sectors of industry (notably food 1 chemical and pharmaceutical 

products, clothes, •hipping equipment) and for the benefit of the management 

side of firmo from the nine asian countries. The seminar's activities were 

complemented by visits to firms and fairs and exhibitions. 

As the means of action required by the two reoolutiono nbove nre 

defined, they will be progressively implemented ty the Community to meet, 

in the most appropriate way, the requests for technical assistance which 

will be put forward by the developing countries and which could in particular 

concern certain aspects of industrial and technological development. 

* 
* * 

Conclusion 

Taken as a whole, the European Community's industrial cooperation 

plays a fairly importfu~t part in development cooperation activities. More 

than that, the importance of industrial cooperation is continually increasing 

both in the framework of financial and technical cooperation through the 

EIB or the EDF and in that of the Community's commercial policy throudrr its 

generalised preferences system. 

The prospects for the Community's industrial cooperation are even 

better for the future. The EEC-ACP Lome Convention reserves a seperate 
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chapter for it, providin~ for the implementation of an even larger series 

of very diversified means of action, The current ner,<>tiationo with the 

Ma~hreb countries also involve appropriate types of industrial cooperation, 

The generalized preferences system will continue to be expanded and improved, 

In the future, creater importance will be attached to reeeroxh and development 

and to the tranoference of technoloGY• All this action in industrial cooperation 

will take place in the framework of the Community's global policy on develop

ment cooperation which will be geocraphically enlarged and which will have 

at its diopoaal more diversified meano and oneo better adapted to the many 

different situations in the developing countries in general and to the 

special characteristics of industrialisation in particular, 

Internally, the Community, already contributing to the industrialisation 

of developing countries and intending to involve itself even more, io obiouoly 

aware that its development cooperation policy in general and its industrial 

cooperation policy in particular, where the priority lies in the procressive 

opening of ito market to the manufactured exports of developing countries, 

will have repercussions on its own industrial structures, It is therefore 

preparing to meet these repercussions by ensuring that there is coherence 

between its internal structural policies and ito cooperation policy, 



II. INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION IN THE ACP-EEC LOME CONVENTION 

On 2R February 1975, 46 African, Caribbean and Pacific States (ACP) 

concluded a Convention with the European Economic Community (EEC) at Lcme 

(Togo), which lays down a whole series of instruments for cooperation, from 

trade cooperation to very diversified financial and technical cooperation, 

and including machinery to stabilize export earningo. One of the Lome 

Conventions most striking innovationo is the importance attached to the 

theme of industrial cooperation. A special chapter of the Convention is 

devoted to this theme which is now a separate facet of cooperation policy. 

* 
* * 

The place ~ow assumed by industrial cooperation among the facets of 

cooperation can be seen firstly ao reflecting, on the plane of EEC-ACP 

cooperation, the changes now affecting economic international relations, 

and which tend to give the developing countries an increasing role in 

industrial production and in the international trading of processed products. 

This is one of the fundamental elements of this "new pattern of relations 

between industrialised and developing countries" which in accordance with 

the preamble to the Convention, the contracting parties have resolved to 

establinh. 

While industrialisation concerns all the ACP States, in different 

ways and with varying intensity, there are a few among them who have given 

priority to community aid in this field. These are especially those cou~triss 

which, owing to the increased value of certain casic resources, will hence

forth have considerable financial resources of their own and for whom the 

time honoured form of financial cooperation will wane in importance • 

.. 
* * 
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Art. 26-34 

The Title "Industrial Cooperation" is not strictly speaking on the 

same plane as the other Titles in the Convention, In effect, the latter 

follow, first and foremost, an "instrumental" approach : development and 

cooperation with the help of financial and commercial inotruments, throueh 

technical assistance, training •••• etc. On the other hand, industrial 

cooperation aims at the development of one ~ of the economy of the 

ACP countries, Industrial cooperation therefore requires the use of a 

whole aeries of cooperation instruments as laid down in different parte 

of the Convention and, which need to be adapted to the peculiar characteristics 

of the relevant sector, 

The trade aspect should be mentioned in this context : it in particular 

stipulates free access, without restrictions, to the Community market for 

products originating in the ACP States, as well as complementary measures 

in the field of trade promotion, The link with industrial development is 

evident and is even more so under the Title ''Financial and technical cooperation" 

which contains a whole series of measures which may benefit the industrialisation 

process. 

To get a complete picture, therefore, one would have to study the whole 

Convention so as to locate the many measures which directly or indirectly con

cern the industrial development of the ACP countries, Nevertheless, we will 

confine ourselves in this section to the Title "Industrial Cooperation" 

(cf, Text annexed), 

* 
* * 

After definine in an introductary article the objectives eiven to 

industrial cooperation by the contractine parties, the induotrial chapter 

proceeds to tackle the different areas and types of cooperation in this 

sector. The provisions in fact cover all the areas which spring to mind 

development of infrastructures linked to induotrialisation (transport, enereY, 

research, training ,,,); help with the setting up of manufacturine companies 
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and in particular, ones using raw materials; facilities for industrial training 

in Europe and the ACP States; concrete action concerning access to and the 

adaption of technology; special efforts to encourage small and medium-oized 

firms; action in the field of industrial information, research and promotion 

drives; complementary measures concerning trade promotion. 

Each of these themes merit some comment. However, one might well refer 

to the text of the Convention which io fairly explicit on the new themee of 

industrial cooperation. 

* 
* * 

Although the Convention does not provide for any specific amount to 

finance industrialization projects, certain financing techniques and methods, 

which are very well tailored to the idiosyncrasies of operations in this 

oector are covered in the Title "Financial and technical cooperation". 

Thus, the financing of productive investment projects in the induetrial 

sector is given priority and ensured by loans from the European Investment 

Bank (which will generally carry an interest rate subsidy) and by what io 

called "risk capital" and in particular the new types of aid in the form of 

quasi-capital financed by the European Development Fund. Another example 

concerns the specific measures laid down to encourage small and medium-sized 

firma; from now on, the Community will as a general rule finance projects 

benefitinr, such firms through the financial inotitutiono of the ACP countries to 

which the former will open a credit line. 

Where the implementation of industrial cooperation involves Community 

financing, it will follow the rules and procedures as laid down in the sphere 
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of financial and technical cooperation. This also means that, in short, the 

aum assigned to industrial development will in the main depend on the priority 

attached to this sector by the different ACP States themselves, in the framo

work of the financial and technical cooperation programme. 

* 
* * 

The Title "Industrial Cooperation" is also noteworthy, in that it 

sets up special structures to vitalize industrial cooperation. 

Anticipating the possibility open to the EEC-ACP Council of Ministers 

of creating committees and groups on particular topics, the Convention has 

Art. 35 even set up a Committee on Industrial Cooperation which will see to the 

implementation of the Title "Industrial Cooperation", identify the problema 

which may arise, sur,gest aolutions, and report to the Committee of Ambassadors. 

The role played by this Committee on Industrial Cooperation could provide 

a determinant impetuo. 

Ita task will also be to guide and superintend the Industrial Develop

ment Centre, a completely new and operational resource, to be run jointly 

by the ACP States and the Community and to be primarily responsible for 

industrial guidance liaison and for creating contacts and other industrial 

promotion activities. In particular it is throur,h the Centre's activities 

that it is envisaged raising the interest of Community firms and entrepreneurs 

in industrial cooperation with the ACP countries and to involve them in this 

in a concrete way. 

* 
* * 

The Convention has created a framework for industrial cooperation 

which points the way to view and exciting developments. Much will later 

depend on how the partners succeed in integrating firms and entrepreneurs; 



for, in the last analysis it is they who carry out industrial projects, 

aosure the transfer of technical and managerial know-how and underwrite 
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the marketine of products. Hence the desire to create a favourable "climate" 

for european "professionals" to participate in industrial cooperation. 

It is naturally not a question of interfering in the basic choice of 

ACP countries; the Community is aware that in the industrial sector, even 

more than in other areas, it io more a question of helping ACP States to 

implement their own options and not to persuade them to accept the european 

models. llavine clearly stated this, the Community pointed out to those 

partners who wished to call on the help of firms and entrepreneurs, the 

benefit of their creating a favourable climate for this participation, with 

the understanding that this must be carried out in strict accordance with 

the development priorities of the hoot country. 

With regard to this 1 the acreement of the neeotiators was achieved 

through an article which lays down 1 amonc other thineo 1 that the ACP States 

will take such steps as are necessary to promote effective cooperation with 

firms or nationals of Member States who comply with the development procrammes 

and priorities of the hoot country. It is evident that, under the circumstances, 

the crnntine of initial, or even substantial advantages to firms and entre

preneurs by the host countries is less important in determing the involvement 

of the former than the stability and security of workine conditions. 

For its part, the Community shall 1 accordine to the same article, 

endeavour to urce firms and nationals to participate in the industrial 

development efforts of the ACP States. 

* 
* .. 
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We know of no other aereement which tackleo the theme of industrial 

cooperation in such a complete - both global and with such diotinguiohable 

features - and workeable manner as does the Lome Convention. This in no 

way represents a single model of industrial cooperation. On the contrary, 

each of the ACP States can find in it the types of industrial aid which 

are beat adapted to ito opecific needs and to its fundamental political 

options. 



Extract from the ECP-EEC LOME Convention 

TITLE III 

Industrial Co-operation 

Article 26 

The Community and the ACP States, acknowledging the pressing need 

for the industrial development of the latter, agree to take all measures 

necessary to bring about effective industrial co-operation, 

Industrial co-operation between the Community and the ACP States 

shall have the following objectives : 

a) to promote the development and diversification of industry in the 

ACP States and to help bring about a better distribution of industry 

both within those States and between them; 

ANNEX 

b) to promote new relations in the industrial field between the Community, 

the Member States and the ACP States, in particular the establishment 

of new industrial and trade li~ks between the industries of the Member 

States and those of the ACP States; 

c) to increase the links between industry and the other oectors of the 

economy, in particular agriculture; 

d) to facilitate the transfer of technology to the ACP States and to 

promote the adaptation of such technology to their specific conditions 

and needs, for example by expanding the capacity of the ACP States for 

research, for adaptation of technology and for training in industrial 

skills at all levels in these States; 

e) to promote the marketing of industrial products of the ACP States in 

foreign markets in order to increase their share of international trade 

in those products; 
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f) to encourar,e the participation of nationals of ACP States, ir. particular 

that of small and medium-sized industrial firms, in the industrial 

development of those States; 

g) to encourage Community firms to participate in the industrial development 

of the ACP States, where those States so desire and in accordance with 

their economic and social objectives. 

Article 27 

In order to attain the objectives oet out in Article 26 1 the 

Community shall help to carry out, by all the means provided for in this 

Convention, proerammes, projects and schemes submit:ed to it on the ini

tiative or with the agreement of the ACP States in the fields of industrial 

infraotructures and ventureo, trninine, technolocr and research, small 

and medium-sized firms, industrial information and promotion, and trade 

co-operation. 

Article 28 

The Comm'mi ty shall contribute to the setting up and the extension 

of the infrastructure necessary for industrial development, particularly 

in the fields of transport and co~munications, enerr,y and industrial 

research and training. 

Article 29 

The Community shall contribute to the setting up and the extension 

in the ACP States of indu~tries processing raw materials and industries 

manufacturing finished and semi-finished products, 



Article 30 

At the request of the ACP States and on the basis of the pro~rrunmes 

submitted by the latter, the Community shall contribute to the orr,anization 

and financinf, of the trainin~, at all levels, of personnel of the ACP States 

in industries and institutions within the Commu~ity, 

In addition, the Community shall contribute to the establishment and 

expansion of industrial trainin~ facilities in the ACP States, 

Article 31 

With a view to helping the ACP Gtateo to overcome o1~tacles en

countered by them in matters of access to and adaptation of technolo~, 

the Community is prepared in particular to : 

a) keep the ACP States better informed on technolor,ical matters and assist 

them in selecting the technolop,y best adapted to their needs; 

b) facilitate their contacts and relations with firms and institutions in 

possession of the appropriate technological know-how; 

c) facilitate the acquisition, on favourable terms and conditions, of 

patents and other industrial property, in particular throur,h financin~ 

and/or throu~h other suitable arran~ements with firms and institutions 

within the Community; 

d) contribute to the establisr~ent and expansion of industrial research 

facilities in the ACP States with particular reference to the adaptation 

of available technology to the conditions and needs of those States, 
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Article 32 

The Community shall contribute to the establishment and development 

of small and medium-sized industrial firms in the ACP States throurp 

financial and technical co-operation schemes adapted to the specific needs 

of such firms and covering inter alia : 

a) the financing of firms 

b) the creation of appropriate infrastructure and industrial estates 

c) vocational and advanced training 

d) the setting up of specialized advisory services and credit facilities. 

The development of these firms shall, as far as possible, be conducive 

to the strengthening of the complementary relationship between small and 

medium-sized industrial firms and of their links with large industrial firms. 

Article 33 

Industrial information and promotion schemes shall be carried out 

in oruer to secure and intensify regular information exchanges and the 

necessary contacts in the industrial field between the Community and the 

ACP States. 

These sctemes could tave the following aims 

a) to gather and disseminate all relevant information on the trends in 

industry and trade in the Community and on the conditions of and possi

bilities for industrial development in the ACP States; 

b) to organize and facilitate contacts and meetings of all kinde between 

Community and ACP States' industrial policy-makers, promoters and firms; 



c) to carry out studies and appraisals aimed at pinpointin~ the practical 

opportunities for industrial co-operation with the Community in order 

to promote the industrial development of the ACP States; 

d) to contribute, throu~h appropriate technical co-operation schemes, to 

the settinc up 1 launching and running of the ACP States' industrial 

promotion bodies. 

Article 34 

In order to enable the ACP States to obtain full benefit from trade 

and other arrangements provided for in this Convention, trade promotion 

ochemes shall be carried out to encourage the marketing of industrial 

products of ACP States both in the Community as well as in other external 

markets. Furthermore, procrammes chall be drawn up jointly between the 

Community ~~d the ACP States in order to stimulate and develop the trade 

of industrial products amonc the said States. 

Article 35 

1. A Committee on Industrial Co-operation shall be establishei. It 

shall be supervised by the Committee of Ambaooadors. 

2. The Committee on Industrial Co-operation shall 

a) see to the implementation of this Title; 

b) examine the problema in the field of induotrial co-operation submitted 

to it by the ACP States and/or by the Community, and su~gest appropriate 

oolutions; 

c) p,uide 1 supervise and r-ontrol the activities of the Centre for Industrial 

Development referred to in Article 36 and report to the Committee of 

Ambassadoro and 1 throu~h it 1 to the Council of Ministers; 
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d) submit from time to time reports and recommendations which it considers 

appropriate to the Committee of Ambassadors; 

e) perform such other functions as may be assi£ned to it by the Committee 

of Ambassarloro. 

3, The composition of the Committee on Industrial Co-operation and 

the details for its operation shall be determined by the Council of Ministers, 

Article 36 

A Centre for Industrial Development shall be set up, It shall have 

the following functions : 

a) to gather and disseminate in the Community and the ACP States all relevant 

information on the conditions of and opportu~ities for industrial co

operation; 

b) to have, at the request of the Community and the ACP States, ctudies 

carried out on the possibilities and potential for industrial development 

of the ACP States, bearing in mind the necessity for adaptation of techno

lo;:'/ to their needs and re~uirements 1 and to ensure their follow-up; 

c) to orrcanize and facilitate contacts and meetinen of all kinds between 

Community and ACP States' industrial policy-makers, promoters, and 

firms and financial inntitutions; 

d) to provide specific industrial information and support services; 

e) to help to identify, on the basis of needs indicated by ACP States, the 

opportunities for industrial training and applied research in the 

Community and in the ACP States, and to provide relevant information 

and recommendations. 



The Centre's Statutes and rules of operation shall be adopted by 

the Council of Ministe,s on a proposal from the Committee of Ambassadors 

upon the entry into force of this Convention. 

Article 37 

Programmes, projects or schemes undertaken in the field of industrial 

co-operation and involvinc Community financing shall be implemented in 

accordance with Title IV 1 taking into account tho particular characteristics 

of intervention3 in the induntrial sector. 

Article 38 

1. Each ACP State shall endeavour to give as clear an indication as 

possible of its priority areas for induotrial co-operation and the form 

it would like such co-operation to take. It will also take such oteps a3 

are necessary to promote effective co-operation within the framework of 

this Title with the Community and the Member States or with firms or 

nationals of ~!ember States who comply with the development programmes and 

priorities of the host ACP State. 

2. The Community and the Member States, for tr.eir part 1 shall endeavour 

to set up measures to attract the participation of their firms and nationals 

in the industrial development efforts of the ACP States concerned, and shall 

encourace such firms and nationals to arlhere to the aspirations and develop

ment objectives of those ACP States. 

Article 39 

This Title shall not prevent any ACP State or group of ACP States from 

enterinc into specific arrangements for the development in ACP States of 

agricultural, mineral, energy and other specific resources with a Member State 

or States of the Community, provided that these arrancements are compatible 

with this Convention. Such arranc~ements must be complementary to the efforts 

on industrialization and must not operate to the detriment of this Title. 
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